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In 1921, Lewis Terman, a Stanford psychologist, began a 
study that followed over 1,500 high IQ subjects to understand 
what drives success in life. Terman’s study was considered 
unprecedented for the sheer number of people who were 
followed for their entire lifetimes. It was overseen by three 
generations of psychologists who concluded that intelligence 
itself is not the driving force necessary for outstanding 
achievement. In fact, they determined that one of the strongest 
predictors of lifetime success is perseverance: persistence in doing 
something despite difficulty or delay in achieving success.1

Terman’s study can offer good insight for investors: success in 
investing can take perseverance.

Those of us who follow the markets on a regular basis have 
seen how quickly the focus of many market commentators can 
shift with equity market movements. After a volatile December 
for both Canadian and U.S. markets, the media was consumed 
with recessionary talk. This was muted after significant January 
and February gains. In the U.S., the Federal Reserve took a less 
aggressive stance in its monetary policy, downplaying its position on 
the prospect of further interest rate rises. This, along with solid U.S. 
earnings reports and a delayed tariff deadline in U.S./China trade 
talks, provided relief to investors for the starting months of the year.  

Here at home, the picture is less clear. Growth has slowed. The 
struggle continues for certain segments of the housing market 
and the oil and gas sector. Corporate earnings results have been 
mixed, but the labour market is still solid, and cash levels on 
many corporate balance sheets remain healthy. While certain 
voices of the media continue their pessimistic narrative, many 

investors are wondering where the markets are headed. How can 
perseverance help investment strategies during times like these?

First, many successful investors have a plan in place — a road 
map to help lead them to where they want to go. Portfolios are 
created with personal objectives in mind, with the aim of meeting 
an investor’s needs over the longer term. Each element serves a 
purpose, through both up and down markets.

Second, many tend to focus less on short-term noise and more 
on end goals. Often, investing mistakes happen by trying to run 
a marathon in an hour. During good times, it means maintaining 
a realistic approach to returns and not chasing market 
performance. During difficult times, it often means tuning out 
the noise and continuing to save and invest.

Third, and most importantly, they stick to the plan. While setbacks 
can happen too quickly to ignore, progress often happens too 
slowly to notice. A portfolio often needs time to grow. Like 
planting a tree, a month’s progress may show nothing. Even 
a few years may show little. However, long-term progress — 
often enabled by an investor’s ability to persevere — can end up 
yielding solid growth. 
1. www.nytimes.com/1995/03/07/science/75-years-later-study-still-tracking-geniuses.html
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Part of your retirement planning should include considering the 
timing of various income streams, such as government benefits 
including Old Age Security (OAS). The timing decision will depend 
on each individual’s particular situation, including current and 
future income sources, life expectancy and envisioned retirement, 
among others. But, here are some reasons why it may make sense 
to start OAS benefits as soon as possible.

Consider the Benefit of Delaying Other Income Streams —
The OAS pension can start at age 65. Unlike the Canada Pension 
Plan (CPP), you cannot start benefits early; however, you can 
delay until age 70 to increase the benefit by 0.6 percent for each 
delayed month (for a maximum enhancement of 36 percent). 
While the payout is larger if you delay, most people struggle with 
the unknown: will you live long enough to make the deferral 
worthwhile? Some who decide not to delay OAS benefits consider 
it a hedge if they defer CPP benefits. This is because the additional 
benefit from delaying OAS is often less than delaying CPP: The 
maximum monthly OAS payment is $601.45 (Q1 2019), leading 
to a maximum difference by delaying OAS of about $216/mo. This 
compares to the maximum monthly CPP payment of $1,154.58 
(2019), or a maximum difference by delaying of about $485/mo.

Remember the Clawback — Unlike the CPP, the OAS is clawed 
back at a rate of 15 percent if net annual income is greater than 
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Individuals have the opportunity to split eligible pension income 
with a spouse/common-law partner, which may reduce family 
taxes and minimize the loss of income-tested tax credits and 
benefits. But just how much of an impact can this make?

For tax purposes, up to 50 percent of eligible pension income can 
be split with a spouse. Eligible pension income is determined by 
the age of the recipient and the nature of income. In general, for 
those under age 65, it includes amounts received from a registered 
pension plan. For those over age 65, it also includes amounts 
received from a registered Retirement Income Fund, Locked-in 
Retirement Income Fund, or other annuity payments. In Quebec, a 
recipient must be at least 65 to split pension income.

While the obvious benefit of pension income-splitting can be the 
tax benefit that may potentially be achieved by allocating income 
from a spouse in a high-income tax bracket to one in a lower tax 
bracket, there are other potential advantages:

Age Amount Tax Credit — The 2018 federal age amount is 
$7,333, available to those 65 years or older. It is reduced for income 
over $36,976 and eliminated at $85,863. In certain circumstances, 
a benefit may be achieved if a spouse can reduce income to access 
the credit. However, income-splitting may increase the other 
spouse’s income and potentially reduce their access to the credit. 

Pension Income Amount — This provides a tax credit on up to 

$2,000 of eligible pension income. Allocating pension income to 
a spouse who otherwise wouldn’t have eligible pension income 
could entitle the spouse to claim this credit.

Old Age Security — Splitting eligible pension income may 
enhance the family unit’s ability to receive OAS payments.

The chart below shows two scenarios for two spouses over age 65. 
Spouse A earns $86,000 of eligible pension income and Spouse B 
earns none. When they income split, they use lower tax brackets, 
enhance tax credits and avoid an OAS clawback for Spouse A. As 
always, consult with a tax advisor for your particular situation. 

Planning Ahead for Retirement

Government Benefits: OAS Timing Considerations 

Tax Season Considerations

Pension Income-Splitting Can Make a Difference

$77,580 (2019) and fully eliminated when net income reaches 
$125,696. As such, it may make sense to begin OAS at age 65, 
in the six-year window before mandatory withdrawals of the 
registered Retirement Income Fund (RIF) start at age 71.

What if Circumstances Change? If you encounter a shortened 
life span, Service Canada may allow for retroactive payment of 
OAS. An individual who is above the age of 65 and has not yet 
applied for OAS may request an earlier effective OAS start date. 
Generally, retroactive payments will be available for up to 12 
months preceding the application date, except in the case where 
a person was incapable of making the application. In the event 
of death, an estate/survivor can apply for an OAS pension that 
the individual was entitled to prior to date of death, if such OAS 
payments have not been made. OAS payments for all individuals 
stop at death. 

As you plan for the timing of your various income streams, 
remember that we are here to provide assistance.

No Splitting Income Splitting

Spouse A Spouse B Spouse A Spouse B

Eligible Pension Income 86,000 43,000 43,000

Interest Income 12,000 12,000

CPP 13,610 13,610

OAS 7,040 7,040 7,040 7,040

Taxes Payable -25,834 0 -11,923 -11,397

OAS Clawback -4,611

After Tax Income 76,205 19,040 51,727 50,643

Difference 7,125
FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY. Note: Example uses estimated 2018 federal 
and Ontario tax rates. Assumes maximum amount received for CPP benefits in 
2018 and applies annualized Jan. 2018 OAS figures.



The importance of planning and updating beneficiary designations 
can easily be overlooked. When accounts are opened, sometimes 
beneficiary designations may be completed without much 
forethought. As the years go by, it isn’t uncommon to forget who 
was named as the beneficiary of these accounts. 

In most provinces, registered accounts, life insurance policies and 
certain assets allow you to name beneficiaries directly. Quebec is an 
exception — designations for registered accounts must be made 
in a will; however, life insurance policies allow for beneficiaries to 
be named directly. If many years have passed since you named 
certain beneficiaries, perhaps a review is in order. Here are some 
considerations that may lead you to revisit designations or form a 
basis for discussion with a lawyer for your estate planning. 

1. Failing to name a beneficiary — If you have not named a 
beneficiary, assets will pass through the estate upon death. These 
assets will be probated and could be subject to potentially avoidable 
tax consequences in provinces where probate (estate administration) 
tax is applicable. As well, if assets pass through the estate, these 
assets may not be protected from creditors if there are claims 
against the estate.*

2. Directly naming a minor — In certain jurisdictions, if the 
proceeds are not directed to a trust set up for a minor, the courts 
may decide who will manage them. 

3. Directly naming a beneficiary with a mental disability who 
is not contractually competent — If a trust has not been named 
for their benefit, the court may appoint someone to make decisions 
on their behalf.** This could lead to potential delays or additional 
costs. As well, directly naming the beneficiary may unintentionally 
disqualify them from receiving government benefits. 

4. Overlooking the impact of taxes when equalizing an 
estate for multiple beneficiaries — If you intend on equalizing 
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China in the News: A Rapid Economic Ascent
There is good reason why China has been dominating the global news more recently, from trade tensions with the U.S. to the Huawei 
scandal. The country is well on its way to being the world’s dominant economy. It ranks second when measured by nominal GDP, and is the 
largest when measured in purchasing power parity terms. It is the largest exporter in the world. While China’s strides in its rapid economic 
ascent may be difficult to conceptualize as a Canadian watching from afar, here are several facts to provide some perspective:
•	 Just 30 years ago, 66 percent of China was living in poverty; today that number is less than one percent. In fact, China accounted for 

more than 75 percent of global poverty reduction between 1990 and 2005.1

•	 China currently has a population of over 1.4 billion people. By 2025, it is expected that China will have more than 200 cities with a 
population of over 1 million people. Today, there are only around 560 cities globally with this population mass.2 

•	 China’s impressive infrastructure continues to connect people and move goods quickly and efficiently, increasing productivity and 
supporting economic growth. Its rail network is expected to span 175,000 km by 2025. Canada has only 78,000 km of rail, despite 
having a landmass of similar size. The world’s fastest train, China’s Shanghai Maglev, travels at speeds of up to 267 mph. Canadian 
passenger trains travel at speeds of up to around 90 to 100 mph.3  

•	 China is on its way to being one of the first countries to deploy a 5G network, which can dramatically change our interconnectivity. 5G 
is expected to be around 100 times faster than a 4G network: it may enable an entire HD film to be downloaded in less than 10 seconds!4

•	 In 2018, China’s GDP growth slowed to around 6.6 percent, its lowest in 28 years. The last time Canada’s GDP growth exceeded 6 
percent was in 1973, when GDP growth was 6.3 percent.5 

Sources: 1. povertydata.worldbank.org/poverty/country/CHN; 2. McKinsey: Preparing for China’s Urban Billion; citypopulation.de; 3. cntraveler.com/stories/2016-05-18/the-10-fastest-trains-
in-the-world; en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-speed_rail_in_Canada; 4. cnn.com/2019/02/25/tech/what-is-5g/index.html; 5. worldbank.org/en/country/china/; worldbank.org/en/country/canada/

your estate for multiple beneficiaries, do not forget the impact 
of taxes. When certain assets do not pass through an estate, 
it may be difficult to accurately equalize amounts for different 
beneficiaries. For example, suppose you have two grown children 
as your heirs and you designate child #1 as the beneficiary of your 
RSP, leaving the rest of the estate to child #2. When you die, the 
entire amount will be included in your final year’s income while 
the account itself will be transferred to child #1. However, any 
taxes due in respect of the RSP would likely be payable by the 
estate, potentially reducing the amount intended for child #2.

5. Not updating beneficiaries — With every major life change, 
there may be a need to update beneficiaries. If an intended 
beneficiary is no longer alive, proceeds will likely pass through the 
estate. To avoid this, naming a contingent or secondary beneficiary 
may be useful.

6. Using non-specific designations — If you use non-specific 
designations, such as “my children”, there may be uncertainty 
regarding intent. For instance, in a blended family, children of 
a new spouse may be unintentionally included. Or, if a child 
predeceases you, that child’s share may go to your other children 
and not that child’s family, which may not be what is intended. 
*Note: In certain provinces, plan proceeds that may form part of the estate may be 
available to creditors of the estate. **Should a guardian for property not be in place.

Effective Estate Planning

Don’t Overlook the Importance of Beneficiary Designations
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Defensive Strategies for Uncertain Times
What can you do if you wish to take a more conservative 
investment stance during uncertain markets? On the extreme, 
you could sell all your stocks and hold cash as an alternative. 
The associated capital gains taxes may be one reason to avoid 
this strategy. But, more importantly, equity markets are largely 
unpredictable and can stage a turnaround at any time. The 
opportunity loss could be great. As the saying goes: it’s time in 
the markets, not timing the markets.

However, there may be ways to make adjustments to your 
portfolio and here are some considerations. 

Restoring Balance — If the value of one stock has gone up 
so much that it dominates your overall holdings, this may be 
an opportune time to consider restoring balance. This may also 
apply to your asset allocation, to help maintain the right amount 
of risk and expected return necessary in seeking to achieve your 
longer-term goals.

Changing Assets — Shorter-term bonds may be one alternative 
to protect capital. For investors with specific income needs, such 
as retirees, adjustments to a fixed income strategy may help 
cover income needs, should the equity portion of a portfolio 
experience a downturn and require time to return to more stable 
levels. A “ladder strategy”, structuring fixed income investments 
with maturity dates spaced over time, can help to address 
the need for income, as well as the challenge of potentially 
increasing rates. Different types of securities may perform well 
during volatile times. For example, convertibles may continue to 
give you a play on equities with the partial protection of a higher 
yield, or certain REITs may provide stable and predictable cash 
flows during volatile markets. 

Upgrading or Switching — More established companies 
may offer greater stability and be better able to withstand 
a downturn. Companies with strong balance sheets, little 
debt and healthy cash flows can better fund their operations 
during difficult times. Many quality companies have a history 

of continuing, and even increasing, dividend payments during 
market downturns. Considering industries or companies that will 
be least affected by an adverse economic climate may also be 
an option, such as consumer staples or healthcare (often termed 
“defensive” sectors), which may provide a buffer to shield 
against the downside because they can serve consumers’ basic 
needs throughout every market cycle.

Dollar Cost Averaging (DCA) — Instead of selling, you may 
consider the opposite: buying. Down markets often represent a 
great time for investors to put money to work for better-valued, 
longer-term opportunities. If volatile times make you nervous, 
a DCA program can help to separate the emotions associated 
with turns in the market from investing decisions. Engaging in 
the practice of buying at regular intervals, regardless of market 
conditions, has the potential to lower the overall cost of shares 
purchased, turning a downturn to your advantage. 

The Bottom Line

While adjustments can be made, it is important to remember 
that portfolios that have been positioned for the longer-
term are often structured with the expectation that markets 
will experience both ups and downs. Each element of your 
portfolio should have been put in place based on your personal 
circumstances, including risk tolerance and stage of life. Often, 
portfolios need time to grow over the longer-term. Should you 
have any concerns, please get in touch.
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